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Abstract. The present authors have developed a communication system WSCS 
(Waseda Shadow Communication System), with which your remote 
communicating partner (or you) can be positioned and appeared 3-
dimensionally in your (or your partner’s) real space, by exchanging body 
shadows each other. With this WSCS, we have reported previously that 
cooperative work and conversation can be achieved with your remote partner 
while taking the spatial distance (“Maai” in Japanese) between you and his 
shadow appeared in your space. For further development of the WSCS as Arts 
Communication System being supportive to a generation of co-creative 
“Encounter Ba”, a creative expression technique has been investigated in the 
present study. With this technique, a relationship between you and your remote 
partner at the encounter occasion can be strengthened from the following two 
points of view. The first point is related to a supportive method to a self-
organization of “Ba” at the encountering “Now, we are here”, by enriching the 
co-existing feeling between remote participants. For this specific aim, the 
application software was developed with which remote participants can perform 
embodied interaction between remote groups using a virtual shadow ball. The 
second point relates to a method by which scene of the past time was 
reproduced across the time scale and the bodily expression of the concerned 
person can be trace-experienced. For this point, a co-experiencing type archive 
software was developed with which one can put himself at the past scene by 
processing of shadow images of recorded person(s), so that one can share 
experiences with concerned person(s) while entering the past scene across the 
time scale. After installing these software programs into WSCS, several 
communication experiments were conducted. It was found that (i), with the first 
software, a similar effect as an ice-breaking activities occurred at a workshop 
was recognized, and the software was found effective to develop a workshop 
which shares a mutual context among groups, and (ii), with the second program, 
since participants and the concerned person can be present at the same scene, 
changes in feeling/emotion of the concerned person can be conveyed directly 
via the embodiment. 

1   Introduction 

Majority of video communication systems which were previously proposed and 
developed was designed, aiming on performing cooperative work or conversation as 
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if remote participants have met in the same space [1-6]. However, since these systems 
are relied on a common method of sending back and forth embodied actions that are 
expressed as a video image on screen or monitor on both remote parties, a co-sharing 
space, for example with ClearBoard [3] or HyperMirror [4], is confined within a 
space where actions of both parties are expressed – namely, space represented on 
screen or monitor. In other words, current systems [1-6] are designed for 
preferentially performing an isolation of an expression from the space where each 
participant exists and sharing/recognizing such isolated expression epistemologically. 
Hence, these systems do not principally provide the co-existing space for each 
participant to position each other's body subjectively [7-9]. Because of lucking of the 
co-existing space, these current systems are normally used on the assumption that 
both parties are known about what to be expressed, or its context is previously shared 
already. It is obvious that co-existing feeling, which was created when participants 
meet at the same space, enables that feelings can be conveyed, emotion can be 
understood, or experiences can be shared. Therefore, for establishing a co-sharing the 
context, a direct and simultaneous communication that is performed through the 
embodiment on the same stage becomes to play an important role [10-11]. What this 
statement implies is that it is difficult with current systems to integrate remote groups 
and to conduct a workshop simultaneously and co-creatively. Such remote groups 
consist of a plurality of people with different personal backgrounds and value-
concepts; therefore they do not share the context preliminarily.  

To solve the aforementioned problems, the present authors have previously 
developed the co-existing type communication system WSCS (Waseda Shadow 
Communication System), using body shadow as an agent of the existence [12-13]. 
When a plurality of WSCS is present at various remote places, each WSCS system is 
sending back and forth their information on position and movement of people in 
respective space to corresponded locations in remote space via a shadow. As a result, 
space of each system is accordingly changed to a space where a real person and a 
shadow sent from remote system are now co-existing. It is very important to point out 
here that, since a human has a capacity to sense an existing-feeling on a other's body 
shadow just as he does on real person in the same space, a co-existing feeling very 
similar to that taken place in a face-to-face case can be created by your body sensing 
the space where other person’s shadow is with you as “space with activities” – which 
is “inseparable subject-object” space where subject and object are inter-related. and 
comes into your inside, and can be expressed by Japanese “Ba”. Because of this 
unique “Ba” existence, the present authors have previously reported that, even people 
are separated in remote spaces, they can be ontologically positioned as if they were 
present in the same space, and they are able to make conversation while taking the 
spatial distance (“Maai” in Japanese) or behaving themselves in impromptu manner 
while taking mutual timing [14-15]. 

The present study has investigated methods to support the encounter “Ba” between 
remote groups who did not met before, and create an encountering “Ba” between 
present time person and past time person across the time scale at the past scene, 
utilizing unique characteristics of the WSCS based on novel communication concept. 
For creation of the encounter “Ba” between unknown remote groups, WSCS was 
developed to express interactions between the ball and groups at respective remote 
spaces simultaneously, by mutually expressing a ball and its movements on each 
space as virtual shadow image. Several encountering communication experiments 
were conducted. For the creation of the encountering “Ba” across the time scale, since 
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WSCS can record detailed information on actions and movements of people involved 
in the communication and can store these information in the actual field of the 
communication, a system was developed with which creative communication process 
can be trace-experienced across the time scale by reproducing the recorded/stored 
information on peoples’ action and movements later on. Since this system, unlike the 
archive method [16] using a plurality of video images, can make you enable to 
participate directly the space where the concerned thing took place in the past time, 
one can encounter the person who existed in the past time and share his experience 
and express your feeling to him, while sensing the conditions and feeling of the past 
“Ba” via embodiment. 

2   Virtual Shadow Ball, Being Supportive to Encountering “Ba” 

For a co-existing space created by WSCS, the following items have been investigated 
which are necessitated to support embodied interaction like the ice-breaking activities, 
taken place at the encounter among groups.  

1. easy to use without any special instructions 
2. anyone, regardless of age and sex, can share to enjoy 
3. embodiment can be unconsciously educed  
4. impromptu way to play can be created naturally among groups 
5. feeling of connection can be born by co-sharing experiences 

As a result, a virtual shadow ball (which is applied to the WSCS) was developed as a 
tool which satisfies the above listed specifications. Fig. 1 depicts an image of the 
adapted shadow ball. The shadow ball in this development is a virtual ball, being 
projected by a projector, and possesses a unique character that it bounces not only when 
the partner’s shadow touches the ball, but also even when your own shadow touches it. 
Using this uniqueness, one can play with a ball while positioning/transferring your 
remote partner into your current space. Hence, setting design specifications (as listed 
below) to realize the concept shown in Fig. 1, an application software for virtual shadow 
ball was developed.    

(a) a collision was detected between the virtual shadow ball and all participants’ 
shadow using the WSCS spaces, and the ball will bounce when it collides. 

(b) movements of the ball should be shared by both spaces. 

Place A(Real space) Place B(Real space)

Shadow Shadow ball

Imaginary co-shared space (“Ba”)

Place A(Real space) Place B(Real space)

Shadow Shadow ball

Imaginary co-shared space (“Ba”)

Place A(Real space) Place B(Real space)

Shadow Shadow ball

Imaginary co-shared space (“Ba”)

Place A(Real space) Place B(Real space)

Shadow Shadow ball

Imaginary co-shared space (“Ba”)

 

Fig. 1. Concept of Application of Virtual shadow ball 
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Fig. 2. System Structure of WSCS 
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Fig. 3. Collision detection of human shadow and virtual shadow ball 
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Fig. 4. Image processing for co-sharing the virtual shadow ball between remote spaces 

Firstly we describe the way to realize the specification (a). As seen in Fig. 2, 
images of human generated by a thermal imager are sent back and forth in the WSCS, 
and the received image is projected by a projector. As a result, if one uses the shadow 
image (received shadow image) sent from a remote space, a collision detection 
between a shadow of a remote people and the virtual shadow ball was enabled. 
Moreover, a shadow of the other person who is present with you in the same space is 
created by a projecting light coming from the projector. At this moment, in order to 
adjust standing positions in the both spaces, angle of view of both the projector and 
thermal imager should be in correspondence with each other. Hence, when the 
shadow image (being created by the thermal imager) of a person who is present with 
you in your same space is projected by a projector which is in your own space, the 
projected shadow image and your own shadow being created by the projected light 
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should be perfectly superimposed. Therefore, using shadow image of your own space, 
the collision detection between shadow of a person who is present with you in your 
own space and the virtual shadow ball was enabled. For a collision detection, the fact 
that a color information of the shadow image (8bit gray scale image) of a person is 0 
(zero) can be used. In other words, in a judgment range around the virtual shadow 
ball, the presence of pixel’s gray value 0 is judged (see Fig. 3). Hence, even when any 
part of the shadow of all persons being present in the image space is in contact with 
virtual shadow ball, it can be operative. The contact is considered as a perfectly 
elastic collision, and the speed of the ball after the collision was calculated provided 
that person’s shadow is steady. Moreover, a descending force like gravity is always 
applied on the ball. The ball is furthermore programmed to perform a plane 
movement while a having a perfectly elastic collision at the boundary face of the 
screen of WSCS space. The initial position, speed and dimension of the ball can be 
arbitrarily determined. With regard to (b) specification, as seen in Fig. 4, the 
movement of the virtual shadow ball was controlled by collision detection and 
imaging the ball performed at one space (say, Room A). First of all, in Room A, a 
virtual shadow ball was drawn onto the created shadow image. Then, using this 
image, collision detection was made between the shadow of person in the Room A 
and the ball, followed by changing position and speed of the ball, accordingly. Such 
processed image is then sent to Room B. To the image received from Room B, the 
ball is imaged on the exact same position of the image which was previously sent to 
Room B. Later on, with this image, a collision detection between the image of person 
in Room B and the ball was made. Then the position and speed of the ball were again 
changed and such processed image is then projected to Room A. On the other hand, in 
Room B, after creating shadow image of the person, such image is sent to Room A 
and, the shadow image having the ball’s image sent from Room A is then projected to 
Room B. Repeating the aforementioned processes between both spaces, body shadow 
can be interacted with the ball while co-sharing movements of the virtual shadow ball 
in respective spaces.   

3   ” Ba archive” Method, Using Shadow 

In the co-experiencing type archive, the past scene was not objectively observed, 
rather it is required to present yourself at the same place when the concerned person 
was present. In this study, at the scene reproduced by the shadow, a new participant 
instead of the concerned person tries to get into its scene by changing the expression 
of the concerned person’s shadow. Fig. 5 depicts an image of the co-experiencing 
type archive method. To achieve this task, it is necessary to record changes in 
positions of each person when recording the shadow of the person, and to add 
required processes to person’s shadow who was arbitrarily selected upon reproducing 
the recorded scene. A reproducing software which can change the shadow’s 
expression is installed to the WSCS as a position measuring system of each 
participant within the group. For developing such position measuring system, there 
were several specifications to be met. They include that (i) it should be able to 
measure positions of a plurality of person within a space of 3.6m x 2.7m which was 
used previously for WSCS space, (ii) there should not be any disturbances for the 
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communication during measurements, and (iii) the system should be fit into the 
standard ceiling height (ie., 2.4m high) of Japanese houses. Measurements were 
preformed with two abreast installed cameras on the ceiling. Images obtained from 
these cameras were processed in a stereo system and further transformed into a real 
position coordinate system. During the process, with the method of acquiring the 
contour of the person a measurement error might be created due to changes of the 
light atmosphere upon the projecting the shadow, a sphere on which infrared LED are 
installed was placed on the top head portion as a marker to measure the position of the 
person. As a camera, CCD camera (Sony, XC-ST50CE) with a high spatial resolution 
and potential to detect the near infrared light was employed. A near infrared 
transmitting filter and fish-eye lens having a view angle of 160 degrees are installed 
to expand the measurable range and make it possible to image only the marker. The 
image obtained from two cameras is input to PC through the frame-grabber (Leutron, 
PicPort Color). The central coordinate of the marker within such obtained images is 
further transformed to the position coordinate in a real coordinate system to provide 
an existing position of the person. 

(a) Co-sharing of experience by reproducing the place where drawing was done

(b) Trace-experiencing of dance performance 

Record Reproduce

New participant instead of the 
concerned person gets into the 
past scene.

Record Reproduce
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Record Reproduce

 

Fig. 5. Concept of archive, using shadow 
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Fig. 6. Image processing to change shadow expression of a certain people 

In the next step, an image processing software was developed to make it possible 
to operate a certain person’s shadow in a thermal images, based on the position 
measuring system for the group which as previously developed. The main flow chart 
is shown in Fig. 6. The thermal images recorded in the video tape were reproduced by 
digital video cassette recorder (Sony, DSR-45), and input to processing PC through 
the frame-grabber. The measured position of a person was transformed in coordinate 
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system, and the position of the person in the thermal images was identified (Fig. 6(a)). 
A range including the person was extracted by thresholding on this image and a 
portion which corresponds to the persons’ shadow is appropriately selected from the 
range area. To each selected range, its central column coordinate (x-axis) was 
calculated (Fig. 6(b)). Then, image range which has the closest coordinate system of 
the person, who was selectively chosen to be replaced, was eliminated or its 
brightness was manipulated to fade the shadow off (Fig. 6(c)), followed by projecting 
it to the concerned scene. By the aforementioned processes, it is realized that a certain 
person can be arbitrarily selected from a plurality of recorded persons and his shadow 
can be eliminated or faded off to change its expression. 

4   Communication Experiments 

4.1   Communication of Encounter, Using Shadowy Ball 

Two groups comprising of 7 to 8 persons (mixed male and female, age ranging from 
10 to 75 years old) were requested to enter the two separate WSCS spaces for 
workshop (dimensions: 5.4m width, 3.6m depth, 2.7m height). Each participant for 
both spaces has not met before. They are asked to play freely with a virtual shadow 
ball, which has three different sizes of 30cm, 70cm, and 1m in diameter. These 
different sized-balls are properly exchanged for each experience. Typical example 
results are shown in Fig. 7. It was clearly observed that, a self expression was 
naturally established by taking the spatial distance (“Maai” in Japanese) between 
them and action timing by each participant, so that each participant gradually started 
to have a sense of being together at the same stage with the ever-changing the ball’s 
position. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 8, by changing the size of the ball, participants 
started to create impromptu ball games such as playing catch, soccer, or rolling the 
ball back and forth. And it was found that, during such impromptu ball game, the 
context of “Ba” was co-shared unconsciously. Here are several comments from the 
participants; “Using the ball, I can enjoy to play with someone I’ve just met for the 
first time, and I feel the tension leaving away from my body.”, “A group can 
unconsciously create and share an idea and mutual sense try not to drop the ball on 
the floor.”, “I can have a feeling of connection with my partner, which I can not have 
only by the shadow.”, or ”I can feel the strong existing feeling toward the opponent 
who is manipulating the ball”. These positive comments suggest that an ice-breaking 
activity effect can be established by this application. On the other hand, there are 
some useful comments; “A collision detection was not performed satisfactorily.”, or 
“Not only the ball can bounce, there could be nice to have a function such as stopping 
the ball.” These comments should be reflected to further study for development and 
modification of this system by considering the changes in balls’ speed, and movement 
and dimension of the ball. All these concerns are related to the 3-dimentional spatial 
positions (in the depth direction). 

4.2   ”Ba” Communication, Across the Time Scale 

As an archive experiments using the shadow, various actions of participants were 
recorded and reproduced. Such various activities included gymnastic play of a  
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Fig. 7. Communication sequences, using virtual shadow ball 

 

Fig. 8. Various scenes, playing with the virtual shadow ball 

plurality of people, a lesson of tennis form, and conversation and collaborative picture 
drawing done by many people. For the experiments, three cases were pre-set; (1) all 
shadows were reproduced just as they were before, (2) a shadow of one of the 
participants was completely eliminated, and (3) a shadow of one participant was faded 
off. These cases were randomly set. Furthermore, for case (1), the subject was 
indicated to enter the space freely as a new participant. For case (2), since one of 
recorded shadows was going to be completely eliminated, the subject was guided to 
where he should start and informed that he moved freely after that. And for the case 
(3), since one of the recorded shadows was going to be faded off, a subject was 
indicated to enter the same position of the faded-off shadow. Fig. 9 shows scenes 
which were recorded by shadows on the gymnastic play and were reproduced for the 
above cases (2) and (3), and features how the trace-experience taking place. 
Furthermore, setting 8 items from the points of view including the existing feeling of 
person which was reproduced by the shadow, trace-experience of the past scene, and 
co-experiencing, all participants were asked to evaluate their experiments with 7 steps 
in range of ±3. All evaluation results were tested to find a significant difference using 
the Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests. The results are shown in Fig. 10. 

As a result, it was found that, for case (1) when recorded shadow was indicated as 
it was before, when participants were going to exchange their body arrangement, they 
appeared to have some difficulty to take the distance from the surrounding shadows. 
There was also that one participant felt as if he was isolated. For case (2) when one 
shadow was completely eliminated, the participant behaved himself while 
coordinating to surrounding shadow’s movements or voices. More interestingly, even 
the participant had this experience for his first time, he moves to a similar position 
where the past person was and tried to participate the past scene. For this case (2), 
there was a comment indicating that the participant felt that he was standing there as 
if he was there in the past scene. 
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Fig. 10. Results of questionnaire on experiments of Ba archive 

For the case (3) when one shadow was faded off, although there were many 
participants who tried to coordinate themselves to position and action of the fading 
shadow, there were few who tried not to superimpose himself onto the fading shadow. 
Hence we had positive and negative comments to the case (3). According to the 
statistical tests, items 1, 2 and 3 showed the significant difference at a=5% level 
between case (1) and case (2), and items 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 exhibited the significant 
difference at a=5% level between case (2) and case (3). In both statistical tests, case 
(2) receives a higher evaluation. From the above, it can be concluded that the case 
when one shadow was eliminated provides the highest possibility for participant to 
have a co-experiencing the past scene. However, we also collected the following 
opinions; “When I made same mistakes which the fading shadow made previously, I 
felt that I can share the same feeling of the person”, or “When I realized that I 
coordinated myself to surrounding, I felt as if I played gymnastics with them.” 
Therefore, these comments suggested us that the fading technique might be also 
effective since the participant can share the same feeling of the past person. 
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Fig. 11. A scene of collaborative drawing among different groups (to draw a big tree by all 
participants; each of them has different role in impromptu manner) 

5   Conclusions 

Characteristic of virtual shadow ball application employed in this study is that peoples’ 
shadow and ball’s virtual shadow are simultaneously expressed between remote 
spaces, and these shadows are positioned at single integrated mutual existing space. 
Due to this characteristic, between body and body’s shadow having an ontic 
inseparable relationship to the body, an implicit feeling of connection is established as 
if bodies are directly interacted through the ball. Therefore, at ”Encounter Ba”, it 
appears to be that the virtual shadow ball is playing a mediator’s role between the 
space where existence is to be positioned for each other and the space where actions 
are expressed. This ball’s role can be strongly related to the fact that one can sense a 
strong existence feeling on the person who is manipulating the ball. Such strong 
existence feeling can not be sensed by a communication using only the shadow. This 
strong existence feeling can be supported by and result from the fact that a co-share of 
the intention about the object (for example, not to drop he ball), was naturally created. 
Namely, because of the spontaneous expressions to make up other person’s action 
continuously during the ball-play case, it can be considered that the alternant 
expressions” is taken place between participants, resulting in strengthening their co-
existing feeling to make it possible for the feeling to be co-shared among groups. If so, 
a development of application with which a mutual complementary expression like the 
virtual shadow ball is naturally created possesses a promising indication for designing 
the arts communication which activates the encounter “Ba” among groups. Actually, 
when we conducted experiments on collaborative drawing among groups after groups 
played with the virtual shadow ball, a co-sharing feeling that they have drawn a better 
picture as a group effort was promoted among the groups. As seen in Fig. 11 as an 
example, each participant voluntarily decided each individual role and a picture was 
gradually completed as a group product, resulting in a well-organized picture. 

On the other hand, in the archive of “Ba”, since one can put his body at the place 
where the past thing took place even the time passed away, the context of the 
concerned place and feeling/emotion of the concerned person can be conveyed. These 
suggest that a co-experiencing with concerned person of the past time can be 
established. However, in order to grasp conditions and atmosphere of the scene when 
the concerned thing took place as close and actual as possible, extensive expression of 
not only human involved but also background as well as objects should be further 
investigated. As an Oriental saying “Ancestor plants a tree and descendant relaxes 
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himself under the tree” indicates, a dream can become true for the encounter ‘Ba” 
where descendant can meet the ancestor across the time scale, by shadows’ function 
of body and involved objects. 
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